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This handbook updates jewellery professionals and serious diamond buyers on the new

developments in diamond grading, treatments, synthetic diamonds, fancy-colour diamonds and lab

certificates. Using close-up photographs, it shows how to make visual judgements about clarity,

transparency, cut quality and brilliance. The handbook also discusses how gem labs are

incorporating brightness, size, scintillation and pattern into their cut grades, and it provides tips on

detecting treatments and man-made diamonds. Topics include: quality evaluation; diamond

recutting; branded diamonds; antique cuts and jewellery; diamond treatments; fancy-colour

diamonds; synthetic diamonds; light performance; fluorescence; and, lab reports.
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Just as informative on diamonds. This book really gets into the nitty gritty of the diamond industry. I

found it very good. It goes into a lot of antique diamonds, and the era that they came about, and

were popular. I really enjoyed it.

I've always been a little mystified by the whole "diamonds and gemstones" thing. I don't own any

diamonds, and I really can't get excited about them. As a result, I decided to take some classes

through GIA and figure out what all the fuss is about. I still don't care about wearing diamonds, but

I've learned a lot and I now have a better appreciation of the artistry (not to mention, the investment

potential once you look past retail jewelry).Renee Newman's diamond handbook is the best



diamond reference book I've found. It has great color images, along with a ton of detailed, relatively

current information. This goes way beyond the basic "4 C's" talk you'll get from most sources, and it

will leave you feeling very confident when it comes to buying, selling, and discussing diamonds. It

won't take the place of a good lab class where you learn to view them up close, but it's a fantastic

supplement to any diamond course, and I'd recommend it to anyone with an interest in diamonds -

whether you work in a jewelry store, sell them wholesale, or just enjoy trolling estate sales and junk

shops for bargains.

Excellent source of updated information on diamond buying. Has a great section on colored

diamonds and what to look for.

Good book really helpful and easy to read. Would recomend for people who just started to work in

the jewelry industry and want to know a little more about diamonds.

excellent book as are most of Renee Newmankeeper for reference in the future, easy to understand

and reinforces allrelevant analysis of diamonds

Great book, lots of valuable information. It even discusses the 4C's grading system from GIA and its

validity nowadays.

The book is easy to learn and understand, The best book, increasing my knowledge about diamond
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